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UV30572
Fantasy hair design for 
performers

The aim of this unit is to develop your creative skills to an 
advanced level to enable you to produce a fantasy hair 
design for a performance.

You will analyse the capability of your clients’ hair and take 
into consideration the style of outfit to be worn to ensure 
the hair style complements the image.

You will choose from a range of products, tools and 
equipment, incorporate the use of ornamentation and 
accessories into the style, and advise your client on 
additional products or services for them to consider.
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On completion of this unit you will:

Learning outcomes Evidence requirements

UV30572

Fantasy hair design for 
performers

1. Be able to realise hair designs on 
performers

2. Be able to research fantasy hair design

3. Know the hair design requirements of a 
performance

4. Be able to create design ideas for hair in a 
production

1. Environment                                     
Evidence for this unit must be gathered in a 
real or realistic working environment.

2. Simulation                                                                                                             
Simulation is not allowed in this unit. All 
‘Observation’ outcomes must be on real 
clients.

3. Observation outcomes                     
Competent performance of ‘Observation’ 
outcomes must be demonstrated to your 
assessor on at least three occasions. 

4. Knowledge outcomes                              
There must be evidence that you possess 
all the knowledge and understanding 
listed in the ‘Knowledge’ section of this 
unit. This evidence may include projects, 
assignments, case studies, reflective 
accounts, oral/written questioning and/or 
other forms of evidence.

5. Tutor/Assessor guidance                          
You will be guided by your tutor/assessor 
on how to achieve learning outcomes in this 
unit. All outcomes must be achieved. 

6. External paper                                          
There is no external paper requirement for 
this unit. 
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Achieving observation outcomes

Achieving range

Maximum service times

Achieving observations  
and range

UV30572

Your assessor will observe your performance 
of practical tasks. The minimum number 
of observations required is indicated in the 
evidence requirements section of this unit.

Criteria may not always naturally occur during 
a practical observation. In such instances you 
will be asked questions to demonstrate your 
competence in this area. Your assessor will 
document the criteria that have been achieved 
through oral questioning. 

Your assessor will sign off an outcome when all 
criteria have been competently achieved in a 
single client service.

There are no range statements that apply to this 
unit.

There are no maximum service times that apply 
to this unit.
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Outcome 1

Observations

You can:

Observation 1 2 3
Date achieved

Criteria questioned orally

Portfolio reference

Assessor initials

Learner signature

*May be assessed through oral questioning.

Be able to realise hair designs on performers

a. Create and carry out a fantasy hair design 
on a performer with some degree of 
success

b. Produce and realise a simple fantasy 
hairstyle that assists the audience’s 
interpretation of the role under performance 
conditions
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Achieving knowledge outcomes

Developing knowledge

You will be guided by your tutor and assessor 
on the evidence that needs to be produced. 
Your knowledge and understanding will be 
assessed using the assessment methods listed 
below: 

• Observed work
• Witness statements
• Audio-visual media 
• Evidence of prior learning or attainment
• Written questions
• Oral questions
• Assignments
• Case studies

Where possible your assessor will integrate 
knowledge outcomes into practical observations 
through oral questioning.
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Knowledge

Outcome 2 

Be able to research fantasy hair designs

You can: Portfolio reference /
Assessor initials*

a. Carry out some research into fantasy hairstyles, listing suitable 
examples

*Assessor initials to be inserted if orally questioned.
 
Requirements highlighted in white are assessed in the external paper.
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Outcome 3 

Know the hair design requirements of a performance

You can: Portfolio reference /
Assessor initials*

a. Identify the features, characteristics and influence on the 
performer’s role, of an example of fantasy hair design

*Assessor initials to be inserted if orally questioned.
 
Requirements highlighted in white are assessed in the external paper.
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Outcome 4 

Be able to create design ideas for hair in a production

You can: Portfolio reference /
Assessor initials*

a. Show evidence of some appropriate selection of techniques to 
meet the requirements for a fantasy hair design

*Assessor initials to be inserted if orally questioned.
 
Requirements highlighted in white are assessed in the external paper.

UV30572 9
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Outcome 1: Be able to realise hair designs on performers

Unit content

This section provides guidance on the recommended knowledge and skills required to enable you 
to achieve each of the learning outcomes in this unit. Your tutor/assessor will ensure you have the 
opportunity to cover all of the unit content.

UV3057210

Successfully create a fantasy hair 
design on a performer: 

Preparation – personal protective 
equipment, hair care (cleansing/
conditioning), use of styling aids, health 
and safety considerations, sensitivity to 
products, protection of eyes and ears.

Evaluation of plan – practice run, 
feedback from critical sources, adapt, 
problem solving, course of action, compare 
and contrast results, modify, justify, 
what worked well, what did not, evaluate 
effectiveness of style, how to improve 
finished result. 

Choice of techniques – combing/
brushing, blow drying, curling, crimping, 
straightening, setting, finger waves, pin 
curling, dressing/finishing, plaiting, twisting, 
weaving, colouring, extensions, hair pieces, 
special effect treatments (glitter/colour 
sprays, paint on colour, glistening/matte 
treatments). 

Stylist artistic ability – interpretation 
of design, adapt techniques, attention 
to detail, portray image, combination of 
techniques.

Use of accessories – strategically placed, 
used for effect, cover pins, define style, add 
colour/texture/shape, types of accessories 
(ribbons, beads, silver paper, pastiche, 
ornamentation, silk flowers, hats, feathers, 
beads, ribbons, diamante, daisy pins, 
headbands, nets, coloured hair additions). 

How a good fantasy hairstyle will assist 
the audience to interpret the character 
role: Instant recognition, being transported 
to the era, creates a lasting impression, 
re-creation of idea, fashion statement.

Example of simple fantasy hairstyle:

Cruella Deville (101 Dalmatians) – divide 
the head from centre forehead to nape, 
colour the hair (one half black/one half 
white), set the hair on large Velcro rollers 
(create volume, curl and movement with a 
firmer finish), dry the hair, dress out the set, 
backcomb the hair, maximum root lift/shape 
of the character hair style, if model does 
not want permanent hair colour, coloured 
hairspray can be used.



Outcome 2: Be able to research fantasy hair designs
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Fantasy hairstyles: Characterised by 
overstated constructions and themes, 
incorporates use of clothing, make-up and 
props. Overall theme, costume design/total 
look, difficult to distinguish between hair 
and costume.

Researching ideas for creating a fantasy 
hairstyle: Internet research, magazines, 
television, film, library, galleries, trade 
journals, inspiration from travels, fashion, 
art, architecture, films, bars, clubs, modern 
culture, inspirational artistic people.

Developing ideas for creating a fantasy 
hairstyle: Create a lasting impression, 
attention to detail, recreation of an idea, 
fashion statement, discussion of ideas with 
colleagues, mind map, personal sketches, 
develop ideas of style components.

Mood boards – captures the ambience/
feel of a design, a collage of materials, 
images, text, colours, textures, website 
screen shots, hair accessories, hair 
samples, make-up, samples of hair wefts. 

Examples of fantasy hairstyles: Fantasy 
hair styling can be traced back to Egyptian, 
Babylonian and Persian roots, elaborate 
style, person’s status, hair adorned with 
elaborate headpieces and wigs, historical, 
futuristic. 

Science fiction – Logan’s Run, Star Wars, 
Star Trek. 

Theatre – Cats, Lion King, We Will Rock 
You, Rocky Horror Show. 

Film – Harry Potter, X-Men.

Television – Doctor Who, Return to the 
Forbidden Planet, Little Shop of Horrors.

Themes and concepts – animals, ethnic 
art, fashion clothes, futuristic paintings, 

music videos, nature, water, sea, sun, sky, 
mountains, trees, foliage, flowers, products, 
materials and techniques.
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Outcome 3: Know the hair design requirements of a performance

UV3057212

Features, characteristics and influence 
on the performer’s role: Stage/theatre 
(ballet, pantomime, musicals, opera), 
TV/cinema (feature film productions, 
drama, comedy, science fiction, fantasy, 
adventure, music video), character/
role analysis (interpretation by director, 
production designer, script, actor). 

Influence on performer’s role: Performer 
will portray role, character, attributes and 
gestures.

Character role – analyse, study, know 
the role as a whole, how character fits in 
production, study whole production/other 
characters.

Character attributes – appearance, 
occupation, social status, general 
personality, character’s aims/objectives, 
behaviour, whole production/individual 
scenes, structure of the play/film/role, 
period and setting. 

Character’s gestures – walk, 
mannerisms, bodily attitudes, emotional 
state.

Rehearsal process – reading, studying, 
ability to move, repetitive practice.



Outcome 4: Be able to create design ideas for hair in a production
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The requirements for a fantasy hair 
design: Use of colour, light, dark, shade, 
texture, shape, volume.

Design considerations – head and 
shoulder plan for each performer, mood 
board, indication of techniques, materials, 
equipment, products, design drawings.

Combining techniques to create a 
complete look: To produce fantasy, 
classic, trendy, avant-garde looks by 
combining one or more of the different 
styling, dressing and finishing techniques. 

Techniques used for styling: 

Blow drying with round brush – flattens 
cuticle, adds curl, bounce and volume.

Blow dry with flat brush – used on long 
hair, very short hair or when no lift required, 
flattens cuticle. 

Finger drying – used to dry short textured 
styles, natural effect.

Diffuse – used on curly hair, diffuser, 
reduces airflow, allows curls to dry 
naturally.

Setting – cohesive or temporary heat 
moulding, firm/long-lasting effect, 
preparation for hair up, to firm up a blow 
dry.

Finger waving – flat wave effect, produces 
fixed waves, good on short bob.

Pin curling – coil (tight curls in coil 
fashion), pin (curl without root lift), barrel (in 
place of a roller, root lift, firm style).

Tonging – after blow dry, firm the curl, 
spiral curls.

Straighteners – flatten cuticle, remove lift, 
create sleek effect. 

Non-conventional – produce soft spiral 

curls, zig zag waves, combination of wet/
dry hair, bendy rollers, rags, chopsticks, 
straws, rik rak irons.

Techniques used for dressing out hair: 

Firm brushing – blends, removes partings, 
softens stiffness caused by product, 
creates soft waves.

Creative brush – leaves hair with 
texturised effect.

Comb – used on straight flat styles, gives 
polished effect.

Hands – tease, pull, push, mould, create.

Backcombing/back brushing – aids 
hair-up style, base to pin into, create lift/
shape/form to style. 

Roll section of hair – creates tube effect.

Knots – hair tied in knots and secured with 
grip.

Plaits – on/off scalp, 3 strands, French, 4 
strands, fishtail.

Weaving sections of hair – creates 
basket effect.

Twists – on/off scalp.

Barrel curls – small section of hair, wound 
to barrel shape, pinned in place.

Pleat – chignon, cone shape form, formal 
effect.

Range of tools and equipment and the 
effects achieved: 

Round brushes (various diameters) – 
gives curl (smaller diameter = tighter curl), 
body, movement, volume. 

Flat brushes – paddle, Denman, gives 
smooth, straight finish.

Bristle brushes – remove roller marks, 
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Outcome 4: Be able to create design ideas for hair in a production (continued)
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dressing hair, smoothes, give shine, good 
for fine hair.

Vent brush – produces a soft casual 
broken up effect, ideal on short hair.

Dressing comb – backcomb/tease the hair 
into style, used for all dressing techniques.

Straighteners – smooth/flatten the 
cuticles, straighten hair.

Curling tongs – various sizes, produce lift, 
waves, curls.

Hair dryer – removes moisture from the 
hair.

Diffuser – diffuses the flow of air, allowing 
hair to dry naturally, increases natural curl, 
adds volume, movement, body.

Heated rollers – used on dry hair, various 
sizes of rollers, lift, curl, bounce.

Rollers with pins – set curls, body/
movement lasts longer than blow dry.

Bendy rollers – used on long hair, spiral 
effect curls.

Velcro rollers – gives body, curl, 
movement, volume, bounce, doesn’t last 
long.

Pin curl clips – types of pin curls (flat, coil, 
barrel curls), movement, curl.

Styling products and when to use them: 
Used prior to styling, give hold, volume, 
body, shine, lustre, reduce frizz and static, 
smooth and straighten, provide a protective 
barrier, prevent moisture penetrating hair, 
aid longevity of style.                                                                                       

Gel – apply to wet hair, wet look, ideal for 
spiky styles, finger waves.

Mousse – apply to wet hair, shake can, 
dispense small orange size into hand, 

distribute through hair, used for curly hair, 
adds body, pre-blow dry.

Setting lotion – apply to wet hair, direct 
from bottle, comb through, used for hold for 
wet setting.

Blow dry lotion – apply to wet hair, spray/
distribute direct from bottle, adds body, 
protects hair from heat/humidity.

Moisturiser/oil – used on dry hair, African 
type hair, conditioning, adds moisture and 
shine, dispense and distribute evenly from 
container.

Activator – can apply to wet or dry hair, 
activated by the use of heat, defines curl, 
adds moisture, shine, hold, ideal for dry 
sets.

Heat protector – prior to the use of all 
electrical equipment, coats hair, protective 
layer, gives shine/definition.

Finishing techniques: Application 
of product, spray colour, glitter spray, 
feathers, hair mascaras, ornamentation/
accessories, added hair postiche, pin 
pre-curled ringlets (small pieces of hair 
added to the dressing), switches (lengths 
of weft), swathes (folded pieces of weft to 
encircle the head).

Finishing products and when to use 
them: Define, add shine, hold, separate 
hair, spike, protect, moisturise.

Hair spray – protect face (hold can away 
from face), fine mist, holds style.

Dressing cream – apply to palms and 
distribute evenly through lengths of hair, 
flattens hair, neatens style.

Oil – apply to palms and distribute evenly, 
dry, coarse hair, makes hair more pliable, 
looks in better condition, stops tangling.



Outcome 4: Be able to create design ideas for hair in a production (continued)
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Wax – apply with palms or finger tips, 
defines style, spikes, flicks. 

Gel – apply with finger tips, defines spikes. 

Moisturiser – apply to palms and 
distribute evenly, dry, coarse hair, makes 
hair more pliable, look better condition, 
stops tangling.

Additional accessories: Compliment, 
flatter style, add to look, give direction 
to look e.g. clothes, jewellery, hair 
accessories, hats, glitter, tiara, comb 
attachments, veils, fresh flowers, silk 
flowers, hat, feathers, beads, ribbon, 
claw clips, clip on diamantes, daisy pins, 
headbands, nets, coloured hair additions.

Different types of wig materials – 
hairpieces, extensions/add-ins, variety of 
straight and curly hair pieces, clip on, claw 
clips, pony tails, human hair, synthetic hair, 
pre-bonded single extensions, glued hair 
wefts, sewn in hair wefts.

Photo courtesy of Wahl (UK) Ltd.
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Notes 
Use this area for notes and diagrams


